Get your groove on in this dynamic 5 day workshop!
A unique hands-on experience, it gives an exciting look into real-life STEM applications. It also provides teachers with classroom activities sure to have students buzzing all year!

Cost of $795 includes:
• A custom made solid body electric guitar built during the workshop.
• All materials and equipment needed.
• A complete curriculum guide, including learning activities, hands-on application guides and more!
• All CAD files and information needed to take this exciting activity back to the classroom.
• 40 clock hours from OSPI for teachers.
• And MORE!

For more information call (425) 640-1961
or contact MatEd@edcc.edu

www.materialseducation.org

This work is part of a larger project funded by the Advanced Technological Education Program of the National Science Foundation, DUE #0903112.